THE PRO XD™ IS OFFERED WITH TWO WORK PACKAGES designed to take the guesswork out of setting up your fleet. Select the right package based on your organization's needs and requirements, while also increasing the user's protection from surrounding elements.

WORK PACKAGES

feature some of the following options. See back side for package details.
**WORK PACKAGE**

The **Work Package** is designed for jobsite compliance that requires additional safety and protection features, including windshields, roofs, and beacon lights. An air filter gauge helps users determine the condition of the air filter to ensure proper air flow to the engine for consistent performance.

- **WINDSHIELD**
  - 2883278 — POLY WINDSHIELD
    - Standard polycarbonate windshield, easily removable with 4 hand clamps

- **ROOF**
  - 2883911 — 2000 D POLY ROOF
  - 2883274 — 4000 D POLY ROOF
    - Injection-molded rigid plastic, designed for the PRO XD for perfect fit and seal

- **STROBE LIGHT**
  - 2884224 — STROBE LIGHT BEACON
    - SAE J845 Class 2 Light with strobe function for jobsite safety. Roof Required

- **AIR FILTER GAUGE**
  - 2884230 — AIR FILTER SERVICE GAUGE
    - Gauge takes the guesswork out of knowing when to service your PRO XD’s air filter

- **WIDE ANGLE REAR VIEW MIRROR**
  - 2881429 — WIDE ANGLE REAR VIEW MIRROR
    - Wide angle mirror that mounts to the front over structure. Wide viewing angle and large 2.5” x 34” convex mirrored surface gives users a full spectrum view

**WORK PACKAGE WITH CAB SYSTEM**

The **Work Package with Cab System** is designed for jobsites that require full cabs to protect employees from harmful air particles and inclement weather. The PRO XD cab has industry-leading dust prevention through integrated 360 degree seals on every component, crank windows to improve cab air flow, and is easy to install or remove as desired.

- **WINDSHIELD**
  - 2882191 — TEMPERED GLASS WINDSHIELD
    - Durable tempered automotive glass, easily removable with 4 hand clamps

- **WINDSHIELD WIPER & WASHER SYSTEM (REQUIRES PULSE ROOF BUSBAR - 2882004)**
  - 2882754 — WINDSHIELD WIPER & WASHER SYSTEM
    - 17-inch mounted wiper and washer kit for PRO XD windshields. Provides users with clearer vision for a safer ride in any weather condition

- **DOORS**
  - 2884775-453 — FRONT CRANK WINDOW DOORS
  - 2884776-453 — REAR CRANK WINDOW DOORS (4000 ONLY)
    - Designed alongside the PRO XD for perfect fit and seal, tempered glass crank windows and liner with storage compartment

- **REAR PANEL**
  - 2879013 — GLASS REAR PANEL
    - Tempered glass construction with 360 degree seal, designed for the PRO XD for perfect fit and seal

- **STROBE LIGHT**
  - 2884224 — STROBE LIGHT BEACON
    - SAE J845 Class 2 Light with strobe function for jobsite safety. Roof Required

- **BLOCK HEATER**
  - 2884246 — DIESEL ENGINE BLOCK HEATER KIT
    - For reliable cold-weather starting

- **AIR FILTER GAUGE**
  - 2884230 — AIR FILTER SERVICE GAUGE
    - Gauge takes the guesswork out of knowing when to service your PRO XD’s air filter

- **HEAT AND DEFROST KIT**
  - 2884212 — B - VENT HEATER & DEFROST SYSTEM
    - Keep the PRO XD windshield clear and cab comfortable. In-dash controls are easy to use

- **WIDE ANGLE REAR VIEW MIRROR**
  - 2881439 — WIDE ANGLE REAR VIEW MIRROR
    - Wide angle mirror that mounts to the front over structure. Wide viewing angle and large 2.5” x 34” convex mirrored surface gives users a full spectrum view

---

**FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT POLARIS.COM/COMMERCIAL**

Warning: Polaris PRO XD vehicles can be hazardous to operate and are not intended for on-road use. All riders should always wear head protection such as hard hats or a helmet – that is appropriate for operating conditions and intended usage, considering factors such as intended speed, environments of terrain, turns in path, weather, obstacles, and other traffic. Always use seat belts and close doors (if equipped). Never engage in stunt driving, and avoid excessive speeds and sharp turns. Riding and alcohol/drugs don’t mix. All riders should take a safety training course. Call 800-342-3764 for additional information. ©2018 Polaris Industries Inc